
COMMENTS

An Emerging New Standard for
Warrantless Searches and Seizures Based

on Terry v. Ohio

This comment considers the impact that several recent United States
Supreme Court decisions will potentially have upon the long-standing
fourth amendment' probable cause requirement for warrantless police
searches and seizures. Dissenting Justices have claimed that the new, con-
servative Court majority is attempting to convert the narrow, limited ex-
ception to the probable cause requirement set forth in Terry v. Ohios into
a general statement that the fourth amendment only requires that war-
rantless searches and seizures be reasonable under the facts and circum-
stances of a particular case.8 Under the Terry rule a police officer was
allowed to make a brief but limited investigatory stop based on a reasona-
ble suspicion that criminal activity was occurring or was about to occur.
In order to protect the officer's safety, a limited pat-down search was au-
thorized to determine if the suspect was armed.

The recent decisions that are the basis for this comment have:

1. Taken the Terry exception and applied it to significantly different
factual circumstances (United States v. Place4 );

2. Expanded the area that may be subject to search in the more classic
Terry-type circumstances (Michigan v. Longs);

3. Shifted the burden in consent cases from the police to the citizen

1. U.S. CONsT. amend. IV.
2. 392 U.S. 1 (1968).
3. See United States v. Place, 103 S. Ct. 2637, 2651-52 (1983) (Blackmun, J., concurring

in judgment only); cf. Michigan v. Long, 103 S. Ct. 3469, 3483 (1983) (Brennan, J., dissent-
ing) (suggests that majority has abandoned probable cause requirement).

4. 103 S. Ct. 2637 (1983).
5. 103 S. Ct. 3469 (1983).
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(Kolender v. Lawson$); and
4. Excluded certain police-citizen contacts from the fourth amendment

context by finding:
a. That the citizen's privacy expectations were not invaded and
thus his conduct was not protected by the fourth amendment
(United States v. Villamonte-Marquez'); and
b. That the governmental interest served by the intrusion out-
weighed any protected expectation (United States v. Knottse
and Illinois v. Andreas').

Clearly, something significant is afoot within this area of fourth amend-
ment law. It appears that while the legal community's attention this
Term was focussed on the Supreme Court's disappointing attempt to re-
consider the exclusionary rule,10 the Court established a significant new
precedent in a series of decisions rendered within a 120-day span and
rewrote a major portion of fourth amendment law. While the Court's atti-
tude in this regard may have been suspect in the opinion of some consti-
tutional commentators," none seem to have predicted that such a mas-
sive revision was forthcoming this Term.

The impact of these decisions is uncertain, whether viewed from the
standpoint of the police officer on the street, from the standpoint of lower
courts that will have the burden of applying these rulings, or from the
standpoint of their predictive value for future Supreme Court decisions.
What is clear, however, is that major changes have taken place in this
area of the law. These changes give some credence to the concerns ex-
pressed by the dissenters on the Court. It is equally clear that the recent
decisions have created confusion in an area of fourth amendment law that
appeared fairly well settled at the beginning of this Term. It seems safe to
predict that the Court will have to develop further its line of reasoning in
this area of the law if it is indeed attempting to evolve a new standard for
warrantless searches and seizures.

6. 103 S. Ct. 1855 (1983).
7. 103 S. Ct. 2573 (1983).
8. 103 S. Ct. 1081 (1983).
9. 103 S. Ct. 3319 (1983).

10. At the beginning of the 1983 Term, the Court announced that it was going to address
the issue in Illinois v. Gates, 103 S. Ct. 2317 (1983). See Note, Illinois v. Gates: The Court
Turns From Technicality to Practicality for Probable Cause Determinations in Warrants,
35 MERCER L. RPv. 725 (1983).

11. See Williamson, The Dimension of Seizure: The Concepts of "Stop" and "Arrest,"
43 OHio ST. L. J. 771, 778, 817-18 (1982). A survey of fourth amendment literature revealed
that while many articles had been written on the exclusionary rule, only one recent law
review comment addressed the Court's inclination to adopt a reasonable suspicion standard
for warrantless searches. See Comment, The Erosion of Probable Cause, 13 N.C. CENT. L.J.
212 (1982).
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This Article begins with a historical section that summarizes cases prior
to this Term of the Burger Court and includes an in depth review of
Camara v. Municipal Court1" and Terry v. Ohio." It is the belief of the
authors that the holdings of these two cases have been combined to de-
velop a new standard of fourth amendment review. The historical section
concludes with the decisions of the Burger Court up to this past Term in
which the combination of Terry's limited intrusion-safety of the officer
rationale and Camara's governmental interest rationale were used to ex-
pand the boundaries of law enforcement constraints under the fourth
amendment. The second section examines the cases of the 1982-83 Term
from the standpoint of bypassing or stretching the Terry exception. The
final section analyzes the impact of these decisions on the fourth
amendment.

I. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF FOURTH AMENDMENT LAW: THE
TENSION BETWEEN A 'REASONABLE SEARCH' AND THE REQUIREMENT OF

'PROBABLE CAUSE'

The history of the fourth amendment14 predates the existence of the
United States as a sovereign nation. British common law recognized an
unlawful invasion of an individual's property as 4"trespass for which relief
could be granted.1s Additionally, one of the prominent issues that led to
the American Revolution was the issuance of writs of assistance, which
were essentially warrants based not on cause, but on the discretion of
revenue officers to search suspected places for smuggled goods." It was
against this background that the fourth amendment was enacted.

The very language of the amendment creates an immediate question
of construction. What is the relationship between the two conjunctive
clauses, commonly referred to as the 'reasonableness' clause and the 'war-
rant' clause?" Are there any exceptions to the requirement of probable

12. 387 U.S. 523 (1967).
13. 392 U.S. 1 (1968).
14. U.S. CONST. amend. IV.
15. See Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616, 626 (1885), for the discussion of Lord Cam-

den's opinion in Entick v. Carrington and Three Other King's Messengers, 95 Eng. Rep. 807
(1765), reprinted in [1558-1774] All Eng. L. Rep. Reprint 41 (1968).

16. 116 U.S. at 625.
17. "The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects,

against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall
issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describ-
ing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized." U.S. CONST. amend. IV.

18. See Bacigal, The Fourth Amendment in Flux: The Rise and Fall of Probable Cause,
1979 U. ILL. L. F. 763, 763, 765 (1980) for an excellent discussion of this tension in delineat-
ing fourth amendment boundaries.
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cause to obtain a warrant? Does 'probable cause' modify 'all searches and
seizures,' or must those allowed without a warrant only reach a level of
reasonableness? This problem of construction has resulted in a split be-
tween jurists and scholars, the traditionalists maintaining that the proba-
ble cause clause is dominant, and the expansionists advocating the
supremacy of the reasonableness clause to allow for the expedition of law
enforcement tasks.19 The rise to prominence of the latter theory is the
subject of the second and third sections of this Comment, but it is first
necessary to survey the development and modification of the traditional
approach.

Obtaining a warrant to search for and seize criminally tainted goods
did not become a significant problem until after the turn of the century.
Historically, most searches in which a privacy expectation required a war-
rant took place in buildings, which could be secured or observed until a
warrant could be obtained. The proliferation of the automobile, however,
made it increasingly difficult for law enforcement officers to perform their
duties efficiently. In Carroll v. United States,0 the Supreme Court cre-
ated the automobile exception to the warrant requirement. These cases
were the first of the "exigent circumstances" cases"1 under which a search
or seizure could be made without a warrant." Yet, none of these cases
ever allowed a search or seizure without probable cause.

Following World War II, the Court began to discuss the tension be-
tween protecting the individual's right to privacy on the one hand and
promoting the general welfare through good law enforcement on the
other.'3 Probable cause remained the Court's choice in the balance of
these competing interests." The Court once again stated specifically that

19. See generally C. WHITEBRzAD, CmMAL PRocznuPz § 4.03 (1980). The Supreme
Court has also been identified with this split of doctrine. The traditionalists won a seeming
victory in the decision of Chimel v. California, 395 U.S. 792 (1969), which overruled United
States v. Rabinowitz, 339 U.S. 56 (1950), the most clear statement of the reasonableness
test. Yet, as is evidenced by this Comment, the expansionist theory seems to have come
back into prominence as the fourth amendment pendulum swings back toward the reasona-
bleness clause.

20. 267 U.S. 132 (1924).
21. Other exceptions to the warrant requirement are: Coolidge v. New Hampshire, 403

U.S. 443 (1971) (evidence in 'plain view' of officer and consent to search without coercion);
Chimel v. California, 395 U.S. 752 (1969) (search incident to valid arrest); Warden v. Hay-
den, 387 U.S. 294 (1967) (search made following hot pursuit of a suspect); Schmerber v.
California, 384 U.S. 757 (1966) (evanescent evidence); and Johnson v. United States, 333
U.S. 10 (1948) (dictum listing several possible 'exceptional circumstances').

22. 267 U.S. at 149.
23. Brinegar v. United States, 338 U.S. 160, 176 (1949).
24. Id. at 175-6.

Probable cause exists where 'the facts and circumstances within their [the of-
ficers'] knowledge and of which they had reasonably trustworthy information [are]
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mere suspicion or reason to suspect was not enough, but that the stan-
dard was not as high as that for evidence required to convict." Addition-
ally, good faith on the part of the officer was insufficient." The general
rule that a warrant was required except under the most unusual of cir-
cumstances still prevailed.*1 In one case the government relied upon a
warrant at trial and the warrant was later found to be invalid. The Su-
preme Court refused to allow the government to show probable cause to
arrest the defendant without a warrant." In this line of cases, the Court
feared that "an arrest without a warrant bypasses the safeguards pro-
vided by an objective predetermination of probable cause," suggesting
that "an after-the-event justification... [was] too likely to be subtly in-
fluenced by the familiar shortcomings of hindsight judgment. '" 9

The landmark case defining individual privacy interests, Katz v.
United States,se was decided in late 1967. Espousing the now famous pro-
tection of "people, not places" doctrine,"1 the Court held that a wiretap in
a telephone booth by the Government was a search and seizure under the
fourth amendment and "violated the privacy upon which [petitioner] jus-
tifiably relied.""2 In Warden v.Hayden," however, decided only one year
before Terry, the Court held that when probable cause supports a belief
that criminal evidence is present, the governmental interest in investiga-

sufficient in themselves to warrant a man of reasonable caution in the belief that'
an offense has been or is being committed. Carroll v. United States, 267 U.S. 132,
162.

These long-prevailing standards seek to safeguard citizens from rash and unrea-
sonable interferences with privacy and from unfounded charges of crime. They
also seek to give fair leeway for enforcing the law in the community's protection.
Because many situations which confront officers in the course of executing their
duties are more or less ambiguous, room must be allowed for some mistakes on
their part. But the mistakes must be those of reasonable men, acting on facts
leading sensibly to their conclusion~s of probability. The rule of probable cause is a
practical, nontechnical conception affording the best compromise that has been
found for accommodating these often opposing interests. Requiring more would
unduly hamper law enforcement. To allow less would be to leave law-abiding citi-
zens at the mercy of the officers' whim or caprice.

Id.
25. Brinegar v. United States, 338 U.S. 160, 175 (1949); Henry v. United States, 361 U.S.

98, 101-02 (1959).
26. Henry v. United States, 361 U.S. 98, 102 (1959).
27. United States v. Jeffers, 342 U.S. 48, 51 (1951).
28. Giordenello v. United States, 357 U.S. 480, 487-88 (1958).
29. Beck v. Ohio, 379 U.S. 89, 96 (1964).
30. 389 U.S. 347 (1967).
31. Id. at 351.
32. Id. at 353.
33. 387 U.S. 294 (1967).
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tions is always superior to the individual's privacy interest." This general
rule, overshadowed by Katz, may have been the seed that germinated
into the balancing test of Camara v. Municipal Court," which opened the
door to the "reasonable suspicion" standard of Terry."

In Camara, the Court considered the effect of the fourth amendment
on the right of a San Francisco resident to deny city housing inspectors
access to his quarters without a warrant." The Court held that a warrant
was necessary" and refused to accept the city's arguments that the in-
spections were reasonable under the fourth amendment." In addition, the
Court stated that a 'rubber stamp' warrant would provide no protection
to a property owner,40 and that the public interest overrides the impor-
tance of individual privacy interests.4'1

Yet, in response to the argument by the petitioner that a warrant
should issue only on probable cause of a particular violation of the hous-
ing code, the Court departed from traditional analysis of searches and
seizures by applying a balancing of interests approach. Although this was
the first case in which a balancing approach to the fourth amendment was
utilized, the Court said, in applying the probable cause standard, that it
was "obviously necessary first to focus on the governmental interest
which allegedly justifies official intrusion upon the constitutionally pro-
tected interests of the private citizen."" Recognizing that health and
safety inspections are the only effective way to bring about compliance
with municipal codes," the Court determined that a search without prob-
able cause regarding individual premises was 'reasonable' because the leg-
islature or administrative agency had nevertheless found probable cause
to conduct an area-wide inspection." The Court stated the rule as fol-
lows: "If a valid public interest justifies the intrusion contemplated, then
there is probable cause to issue a suitably restricted search warrant.""
The Court rationalized the rule, however, stating: "Such an approach
neither endangers time-honored doctrines applicable to criminal investi-
gations nor makes a nullity of the probable cause requirement in this

34. Id. at 298-99, 310.
35. 387 U.S. 523 (1967).
36. 392 U.S. at 21-22.
37. 387 U.S. at 525-27.
38. Id. at 533-34.
39. Id. at 530-33.
40. Id. at 532.
41. Id. at 533.
42. Id. at 535-36.
43. Id.
44. Id. at 538.
45. Id. at 539.
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area."' 6 The Court felt that balancing competing public and private inter-
ests best fulfilled the purpose of the fourth amendment to free the indi-
vidual from "unreasonable government invasions of privacy. ' ' 7

Although the Court attempted to limit the holding of Camara to regu-
latory inspections, the decision nevertheless opened the Pandora's box of
balancing governmental interests with individual rights. Consequently,
Terry, which was decided less than one year later, should have come as
no surprise. For better or worse, fourth amendment individual rights
could no longer be entirely independent of the expanding embrace of gov-
ernmental interest in insuring the general welfare.

In the landmark case of Terry v. Ohio,"s the Supreme Court was faced
once again with the tension between law enforcement techniques and
fourth amendment constraints on searches and seizures. An experienced
police officer had observed three unknown men conducting themselves in
a suspicious manner, suggesting they were planning an imminent robbery.
The officer approached the men and, when they did not respond satisfac-
torily to his queries, the officer grabbed Terry and patted down his outer
clothing. This pat-down allowed the officer to discover a gun in one of the
suspect's pockets."9

Chief Justice Warren, delivering the opinion of the Court, initially
pointed out that Terry was entitled to the protection of the fourth
amendment even on the streets."s The question before the Court was lim-
ited to whether the 'stop and frisk' encounter constituted an 'unreasona-
ble' search and seizure. 1 The Court recognized the need to develop an
allowable area of law enforcement alternatives that would not depend on
individual consent, yet would stop short of an arrest based on probable
cause.'2 The Court hesitated to vest excessive discretion in police officers,
whose 'primary involvement necessarily colors their objectivity.8

First, the Court conceded that Terry had been 'seized' and 'searched'
under the fourth amendment." The issue of reasonableness was then split

46. Id.
47. Id.
48. 392 U.S. 1 (1968).
49. Id. at 7.
50. Id. at 9 (citing Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 351 (1967), for the proposition

that the fourth amendment protects "people, not places," wherever they may harbor a rea-
sonable expectation of privacy).

51. 392 U.S. at 9.
52. Id. at 10-11.
53. Id. at 12. The Court also discussed the power and duty of the courts to deter unlaw-

ful conduct through the use of the exclusionary rule. This dicta, however, may have merely
been a softening of the rule to be announced, since it was unnecessary to the Court's
holding.

54. Id. at 16, 19.
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into a dual inquiry: (1) whether the officer's action in detention initially
was justified and (2) whether the scope of the subsequent intrusion was
sufficiently related to the circumstances that led to the initial interfer-
ence." The Court's analysis emphasized that the exception to the neces-
sity of establishing probable cause and obtaining a warrant was narrowly
limited to instances in which exigent circumstances excuse the warrant
requirement." Then the Court cited Camara for the proposition that gov-
ernmental interest must be balanced against individual rights protected
by the Constitution.7 Realizing the need to have a standard by which
police action could be subjected to judicial scrutiny," the Court set out
the first prong of the well-known Terry two-pronged test: "[W]ould the
facts available to the officer at the moment of the seizure or the search
'warrant a man of reasonable caution in the belief' that the action taken
was appropriate?"" A good faith belief on the part of the policeman was
specifically excluded from the rule because the Court feared giving law
enforcement officers too much discretion in this sensitive, constitutionally
protected area.as

In the second part of the analysis, which dealt with the scope of the
intrusion, the Court first discussed the concern for the safety of police
officers dealing with potentially armed and dangerously violent
criminals.61 The Court recognized, however, that even the limited intru-
sion of an outer clothing search certainly could have a strong impact on
an individual's sense of security and privacy.0' The Court compared the
type of search incident to an arrest"s with a 'frisk' and concluded that the
balance of interests involved" necessitated a "narrowly drawn authority
to permit a reasonable search for weapons for the protection of the police
officer, where he has reason to believe that he is dealing with an armed
and dangerous individual, regardless of whether he has probable cause to
arrest the individual for a crime."'

55. Id. at 19-20.
56. Id.; see also Warden v. Hayden, 387 U.S. 294 (1967).
57. 392 U.S. at 21.
58. Id. at 21-22.
59. Id.
60. Id. at 22.
61. Id. at 24-25.
62. Id. Petitioner relied on cases that concerned a search incident to arrest, which the

court readily distinguished. Id. at 27.
63. The Chief Justice relied on Camara despite Justice White's limitation of Camara's

holding to noncriminal, regulatory searches. It is ironic that Terry, which was supposed to
be a very narrow exception to the requirement of probable cause, was based on another
decision that the Court expanded beyond its narrow holding. See supra text accompanying
notes 35-47.

64. 392 U.S. at 27.
65. Id.
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Although the Court held that the search of Terry was constitutional
under the new test," in the companion case of Sibron v. New York,' the
Court exhibited its intention to limit the expansion of law enforcement
action to the narrow specifications of Terry. The Court held that Sibron's
association with known drug addicts was no reason to believe that he was
armed and dangerous, and even if it was, the police officers' intrusion into
Sibron's pocket exceeded the initial 'pat-down' allowed by Terry." Jus-
tice Douglas, dissenting in Terry,s remained unconvinced. He denounced
the standard of reasonable suspicion as vague, and not possessed of prob-
able cause with its deep constitutional roots.7' Given his belief that in-
vesting the police with greater power than a magistrate would be a "long
step down the totalitarian path,"' 1 Douglas maintained that if this step
was necessary to cope with modern criminal trends, it should be done
through a constitutional amendment by the people. 2 Perhaps the Burger
Court and its fourth amendment decisions will be the key to Douglas'
concern, and either fulfill his worst fears of police domination of the indi-
vidual or prove him wrong through a carefully defined application of the
reasonable suspicion exception that will advance the goal of a reduction
of crime.

Although the Warren Court in Terry attempted to restrict the reasona-
ble suspicion standard to the facts upon which the case was decided, the
Burger Court has used the case as a major tool in its far-reaching attempt
to redefine criminal procedural rights. In the years following the the
Terry decision, the Court clarified and gradually expanded the reasonable
suspicion standard. To facilitate a better analysis of cases decided during
the 1982-83 Term, which are the focus of the second and third sections of
this Article, a brief look at these earlier cases, which also caused signifi-
cant comment in the debate on traditional versus expansionist construc-
tion follows.' 3

In Adams v. Williams,74 the Court held that the reasonable suspicion
necessary for a Terry stop could be provided by an informant's tip, an
expansion of the initial requirement that a police officer base his suspi-
cion on first-hand observation.7 In Pennsylvania v. Mimms,7 the Court

66. Id. at 30-31.
67. 392 U.S. 40 (1968).
68. Id. at 63-65.
69. 392 U.S. at 35 (Douglas, J., dissenting).
70. Id, at 37.
71. Id. at 38.
72. Id.
73. See Comment, supra n. 11, for a more extensive analysis of the earlier Burger Court

cases.
74. 407 U.S. 143 (1972).
75. Id. at 147; see .also Spinelli v. United States, 393 U.S. 410 (1969); Aguilar v. Texas,

378 U.S. 108 (1964); Draper v. United States, 358 U.S. 307 (1959).
76. 434 U.S. 106 (1977).
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concluded that an impermissible seizure does not occur when the driver
of a lawfully detained vehicle is ordered to step out of the car.7 7 The
Court in Delaware v. Prouse 7 held, however, that random, discretionary
stops to check for proper license and registration are unconstitutional un-
less based on reasonable suspicion.79 In the same vein, the Court held in
Ybarra v. Illinois*° that a stop-and-frisk based on less than reasonable
suspicion is impermissible even if a person happens to be present during
the execution of a search warrant for a particular building."1

The decision of the Court in United States v. Mendenhall" has
prompted much comment on the applicability of the Terry doctrine to
the initial detentions of suspects in airports under the Drug Enforcement
Administration's (DEA) "drug courier profiles."' 5 The Court held that the
respondent, who was stopped for questioning in a Detroit airport and
searched in an adjoining DEA office, resulting in a conviction for posses-
sion of heroin," freely and voluntarily consented to questioning and to
the search of her person." The Court stated that under the totality of the
circumstances the respondent should not have felt coerced initially to ac-
company the agents to the DEA office." Once in the office the respondent
expressly consented to the search after being told twice that she was free
to decline.07 In a vastly confusing alignment of the Court, Justice Stew-
art's opinion was joined by Chief Justice Burger and Justices Blackmun,
Powell, and Rehnquist," except the portion of the opinion that held the
initial detention on the concourse was not a fourth amendment seizure, in
which part only Justice Rehnquist joined."s On that point, Chief Justice
Burger and Justice Blackmun joined in Justice Powell's concurring opin-
ion that stated that the seizure question need not be reached because

77. Id. at 111.
78. 440 U.S. 648 (1979).
79. Id. at 663; see also, United States v. Brignoni-Ponce, 422 U.S. 873 (1975). (A fixed

checkpoint does not require reasonable suspicion). See United States v. Martinez-Fuerte,
428 U.S. 543 (1976).

80. 444 U.S. 85 (1979).
81. Id. at 94.
82. 446 U.S. 544 (1980).
83. See, e.g., Casenote, Search and Seizure: Airport Investigatory Stops, 10 STetSON L.

Rv. 549 (1981), and Greenberg, Drug Courier Profiles, Mendenhall and Reid: Analyzing
Police Intrusions on Less than Probable Cause, 19 AM. CriM. L. REV. 49 (1981).

84. 446 U.S. at 547-49.
85. Id. at 559-60.
86. Id. at 557-58.
87. Id. at 558.
88. Id. at 546, 560.
89. Id. at 546, 551.
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neither of the courts below considered it, but, assuming there was a
seizure, that the officers had the requisite reasonable suspicion." Al-
though the presence of consent somewhat clouded the Terry question in
Mendenhall, the case set the stage for the coming rift in the Court on
this type of fourth amendment issue, as would become apparent in Flor-
ida v. Royer.91

In the final, and perhaps most far-reaching of the Terry progeny up to
the past Term, the Court in Michigan v. Summers" upheld a detention
of a homeowner without probable cause while a search of the house was
conducted pursuant to a warrant.93 In applying Terry, the Court dis-
cussed the "ultimate standard of reasonableness embodied in the Fourth
Amendment" and stated that some seizures are allowable on less than
probable cause because they are only a limited intrusion and are justified
by substantial law enforcement interests." The requisite standard was ex-
pressed as "an articulable basis for suspecting criminal activity."'9 The
balancing of governmental interests with personal security had once again
resulted in the reduction of the traditional fourth amendment rights
through the reasonable suspicion standard.

II. THE PARADOX OF THE 1982-83 TERM

A. The Chameleon Cases

In two decisions handed down in March of this year, the Court seemed
to be retreating from the expansiveness of the Terry progeny in defining
limited searches and seizures as reasonable, thereby returning to the nar-
row holding of Terry." Encouraging as this development was to jurists
who place primary focus on the warrant-probable cause clause of the
fourth amendment, rather than the reasonableness clause, these two cases
may represent the high water mark of strict construction of the reasona-
ble suspicion exception to the requirement of predetainment probable
cause.

90. Id. at 544, 560 (Powell, J., concurring).
91. 103 S. Ct. 1319 (1983). See text accompanying notes 120-155, infra.
92. 452 U.S. 692 (1981).
93. Id. at 705. This ruling leaves in serious question the holding of Dunaway v. New

York, 442 U.S. 200, 207 (1979) that an official seizure of the person must be supported by
probable cause, even if no formal arrest is made.

94. 452 U.S. at 699-700.
95. Id. at 699.
96. Kolender v. Lawson, 103 S. Ct. 1855 (1983), and Florida v. Royer, 103 S. Ct. 1319

(1983).
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Kolender v. Lawson" presented a factual situation that, at first blush,
seems analogous to the facts of Terry." Respondent Lawson had been
detained or arrested approximately fifteen times in a two-year period"
under a California statute1 " that required any person loitering or wan-
dering on the streets to provide 'credible and reliable' identification and
to account for his presence when requested by a police officer in a situa-
tion that would justify a stop under Terry. ' Lawson subsequently
brought a civil suit in the District Court for the Southern District of Cali-
fornia requesting a declaratory judgment that California Penal Code §
647(e) is unconstitutional, a mandatory injunction seeking to restrain en-
forcement of the statute, and compensatory and punitive damages against
the various officers who detained him.es

The district court found the statute to be overbroad and granted the
injunction, but refused to allow a claim for damages because the individ-
ual officers had acted in good faith.'" On appeal by the officers, the deci-
sion of the lower court was affirmed on the constitutional question be-
cause the statute violated the fourth amendment's prohibition of
unreasonable searches and seizures, because its vagueness made it suscep-
tible to arbitrary enforcement, and because it failed to give adequate no-
tice of prohibited conduct.1 4 The Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit,
however, reversed the conclusion of the district court that Lawson was
not entitled to a jury trial on the issue of good faith in the damages action
and remanded the case.1" The officers appealed the conclusions of the
court of appeals on the questions of constitutionality and the
injunction.'"e

97. 103 S. Ct. 1855 (1983).
98. Id. at 1856-57.
99. Id. at 185.

100. CAL. PRNAL Cons § 647(e) (West 1970).
101. 103 S. Ct. at 1856, n. 1.

Cal. Penal Code § 647(e) provides: "Every person who commits any of the fol-
lowing acts is guilty of disorderly conduct, a misdemeanor. .... (e) Who loiters
or wanders upon the streets or from place to place without apparent reason or
business and who refuses to identify himself and to account for his presence when
requested by any peace officer to do so, if the surrounding circumstances are such
as to indicate to a reasonable man that the public safety demands such
identification."

Id.
102. 103 S. Ct. at 1857.
103. Id.
104. Lawson v. Kolender, 658 F.2d 1362, 1364-70 (9th Cir. 1981), affd, 103 S. Ct. 1855

(1983).
105. Id. at 1371-72.
106. 103 S. Ct. at 1857.
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Writing for the majority,' ° Justice O'Connor determined the statute to
be unconstitutional under the due process clause of the fourteenth
amendment because it did not define the requirement of a "credible and
reliable" identification. ' " Since a failure to provide the identification for
any or no cause permitted an arrest, the statute permitted "arbitrary and
discriminatory enforcement.""

Even though the fourth amendment was part of the basis of the deci-
sion of the Ninth Circuit, O'Connor's opinion relegates discussion of the
ramifications of an identification stop to a footnote.110 Legal analysts,
with their eyes trained on the Court for clarification of the boundaries of
the reasonable suspicion doctrine after Mendenhall, might well wonder at
O'Connor's avoidance of the question of unlawful seizure. Yet, in address-
ing the vagueness defect, Justice O'Connor stated that no standards have
been established for the officer's use in determining whether the suspect
has complied with the statutory requirement "[a]lthough the initial de-
tention is justified."1 ' The Justice reached this conclusion without ever
conducting a fourth amendment Terry analysis, which may have been the
first indication this Term that the reasonable suspicion doctrine is to be-
come a major tool in the Burger Court's campaign to subordinate the con-
stitutional rights of the criminal defendant to the facilitation of law en-
forcement goals.

Justice Brennan, although joining the Court's opinion on the vagueness
defect, expressed concern that the majority had largely ignored the fourth
amendment issue.112 Authoring a concurrence based solely on a Terry-
type analysis, he reiterated the limited scope of the investigatory deten-
tion founded on reasonable suspicion and reminded the Court of 'centu-
ries of precedent' in which no amount of balancing compelling law en-
forcement interests had allowed a more intrusive detention or seizure to
be termed 'reasonable' unless supported by probable cause.113 Although
the Court had never expressly rejected the probable cause standard, per-
haps Brennan saw a blurring of th6 narrow situations to which Chief Jus-
tice Warren limited Terry. He saw a statutory authorization of arrest and
prosecution for failing to satisfy an individual officer's demand for identi-
fication as a far cry from a brief detention in which an officer is allowed to

107. Id. at 1856.
108. Id. at 1860.
109. Id. at 1858.
110. Id., n. 5. This puzzlement is compounded by a comparison of Kolender with Brown

v. Texas, 443 U.S. 47, 51-53 (1979), in which a similar statute's application was deemed
unconstitutional by a unanimous Court because there was no requirement of predetention
reasonable suspicion.

111. 103 S. Ct. at 1860.
112. 103 S. Ct. 1855, 1861 (Brennan, J., concurring).
113. Id. at 1861-62.
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protect himself from concealed weapons by a surface frisk of the sus-
pect.11

4 He voiced his concern that even a Terry stop carries the "price
[of] ... intrusion on individual interests protected by the Fourth
Amendment," 115 and sets out the limits of this stop, which must end after
a "reasonably brief period of time unless the information [the police]
have acquired during the encounter has given them probable cause suffi-
cient to justify an arrest."11 He concluded that California had attempted
to abridge the rule prescribed by the Constitution by making it a crime to
refuse to answer questions during a stop, which by judicial definition'"
includes no mechanism to compel cooperation. 118 The possibility of al-
lowing criminal sanction on anything less than probable cause, as Justice
Brennan points out, is in direct conflict with established precedent.'1

The view of the scope of a reasonable suspicion search as highly re-'
stricted in nature and extent may have made its last appearance in the
plurality opinion of Florida v. Royer. 20 Justice White, writing for the
plurality,121 emphasized that the scope of a search should be limited to
comport with its status as only an exception to a general probable cause
requirement.'" In Royer, the Court seemed to apply a strict construction
approach, indicating a weakening of Mendenhall, since the facts of the
cases were very similar.

Royer was halted at an airport under a 'drug courier profile.' When
requested by drug agents to produce his ticket and identification, Royer
gave the officers a ticket bearing the name Holt and his driver's license
with his correct name. At this point the officers told Royer that he was a
suspect for narcotics transportation and asked him to accompany them to
a nearby room without returning his ticket and identification. Royer's
luggage was retrieved without his agreement. When asked if he would
consent to a search of the bags, Royer unlocked one of the suitcases, but
did not orally answer the officer's request. Drugs were found in one bag,
and with Royer's consent the second suitcase was pried open and more
drugs were found.18

114. Id. at 1863-64.
115. Id. at 1862.
116. Id. at 1863.
117. Mendenhall v. United States, 446 U.S. 544 (1980); Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968).
118. 103 S. Ct. at 1863.
119. Id. at 1864; see Brown v. Texas, 443 U.S. 47 (1979).
120. 103 S. Ct. 1319 (1983).
121. Id. at 1321. The plurality additionally included Justices Marshall, Powell, and Ste-

vens. Justice Powell concurred separately. 103 S. Ct. 1319, 1329 (Powell, J., concurring).
Justice Brennan concurred in the result. 103 S. Ct. 1319, 1330 (Brennan, J., concurring in
the result).

122. 103 S. Ct. at 1325.
123. Id. at 1321-22.
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The Supreme Court affirmed1
2
4 the determination of the Florida Court

of Appeals that the consent given by Royer was invalid because he had
been unlawfully confined during the search.13' The Royer plurality rea-
soned that the fourth amendment prohibition against unreasonable
searches and seizures, even with probable cause, has always been inter-
preted to prevent a search that is not limited to a particularly described
"place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized," even if the
search is made pursuant to a warrant and based on probable cause."'
Without probable cause and with only a suspicion of criminal activity,
police may not carry out a full search of a person or his automobile or his
other effects.1 2

7 The Court said it followed that "[the] amendment's pro-
tection is not diluted in those situations where it has been determined
that legitimate law enforcement interests justify a warrantless
search: the search must be limited in scope to that which is justified by
the particular purposes served'by the exception."1'' 2

In announcing the judgment of the Court, Justice White made the fol-
lowing basic observations: (1) That "where the validity of a search rests
on consent, the State has the burden of proving that the necessary con-
sent was obtained and that it was freely and voluntarily given," (2)
"[that] officers do not violate the Fourth Amendment by merely ap-
proaching an individual on the street or in another public place, by ask-
ing him if he is willing to answer some questions," although the individ-
ual always has the option to decline and depart, and (3) "that not all
seizures of the person must be justified by probable cause to arrest for a
crime."" 9 He then limited these observations by adding the following: (4)
That "Terry and its progeny. . . created only limited exceptions to the
general rule . . . requir[ing] probable cause,"' " (5) that precedent in the
Terry progeny held statements given during a period of illegal detention
are inadmissible "even though voluntarily given if they are the product of
the illegal detention and not the result of an independent act of free
will" and (6) that Royer's consent, if voluntarily given, would have al-
lowed the search if the facts supported this case as being one of a "per-
missible police encounter in a public place or a justifiable Terry-type
detention."'13'

124. Id. at 1329.
125. Royer v. State, 389 So. 2d 1007, 1019 (Fla. App. 1980).
126. 103 S. Ct. at 1325 (quoting U.S. CoNSr., amend. (IV).
127. Id.
128. Id.
129. Id. at 1324 (emphasis added).
130. Id. at 1325.
131. Id. at 1326.
132. Id.
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The Court added that "[t]he predicate permitting seizures on suspicion
short of probable cause is that law enforcement interests warrant [only] a
limited intrusion on the personal security of the suspect."1"" The Court
clarified this view, however, saying that investigative detentions could
only last long enough to achieve the purpose for which the detention was
made and that the officer should employ "the least intrusive means rea-
sonably available to verify or dispel [his] suspicion in a short period of
time." 1" The Court stated additionally that it is the state's burden to
demonstrate the seizure it seeks to justify on the basis of reasonable sus-
picion was sufficiently limited in scope and duration to satisfy the condi-
tions of an investigative seizure. 85

The dissents of Justices Blackmun1 " and Rehnquist,8 7 however, fore-
shadow future decisions of the Court. Justice Blackmun noted that the
"key principle of the Fourth Amendment is reasonableness." 1" In deter-
mining this reasonableness, he put great weight on balancing competing
interests that justified the initial seizure,1" a concept articulated in Mich-
igan v. Summers."0 Justice Blackmun pointed to a special law enforce-
ment need for greater flexibility as reason to uphold a limited intrusion
and said that such lesser seizures are not confined to the Terry-type
"stops and frisks."14 1 Blackmun said that

[i]n the case of a seizure less intrusive than a formal arrest, determining
whether the less demanding reasonable suspicion standard will be ap-
plied requires balancing the amount of intrusion upon individual privacy
against the special law enforcement interests that would be served by
permitting such an intrusion on less than probable cause.143

Justice Rehnquist also analyzed the intrusion simply in terms of rea-
sonableness.143 Rehnquist said that the plurality's emphasis on the least
intrusive means principle concerning the scope of the search was a mis-
placed carry over from first amendment principles inappropriately ap-
plied to fourth amendment law, which he noted "adds up to little more

133. Id. at 1325.
134. Id.
135. Id. at 1326.
136. 103 S. Ct. 1319, 1330 (Blackmun, J., dissenting).
137. 103 S. Ct. 1319, 1336 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).
138. 103 S. Ct. 1319, 1333 (Blackmun, J., dissenting) (quoting Michigan v. Summers, 452

U.S. 692, 700, n.12 (1981) and Dunaway v. New York, 442 U.S. 200, 219 (1979) (White, J.,
concurring)).

139. Id.
140. 452 U.S. 692, 700 (1981).
141. 103 S. Ct. 1319, 1333-35 (Blackmun, J., dissenting).
142. Id. at 1333.
143. 103 S. Ct. 1319, 1336 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).
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than saying that if my aunt were a man she would be my uncle. "14 The
Justice concluded that the officers in Royer might have taken different
steps in their investigation of the suspect, but that this could be true of
every police investigation. The proper focus, according to Rehnquist is
"what was unreasonable about the steps which these officers took with
respect to this suspect in the Miami Airport on this particular day." 4

Justice Rehnquist further criticized the plurality opinion as one that

betrays a mindset more useful to those who officiate at shuffleboard
games, primarily concerned with which particular square the disc has
landed on, than to those who are seeking to administer a system of jus-
tice whose twin purposes are the conviction of the guilty and the vindica-
tion of the innocent." '

The decision, a seeming retreat from the expansion of Terry,14 7 really
was not as much a victory for the advocates of traditional probable cause
construction as would first appear. Although a plurality opinion often sig-
nals an unsettled court on the issue presented, this decision was particu-
larly disturbing for several reasons. First, it should be viewed in light of
Kolender v. Lawson, ' which the Court decided without even considering
the fourth amendment question. Royer constitutes an even further ero-
sion of the previously strong position of the Court on fourth amendment
questions. Second, as seen previously, there were two dissents from four
justices, the same number of justices as joined the Court's opinion. Third,
and perhaps most important, questions of future decisions are raised by
the brief concurring opinion of Justice Powell.14' Although joining in the
plurality opinion, he reiterates his Mendenhall position on the compelling
public interest in identifying drug carriers.'" His concurrence is founded
on the plurality's conclusion that Royer was under illegal arrest at the
time of the search.1 51 For these reasons, the plurality opinion and the con-
currence of Powell indicate that Royer was not a retreat from Menden-
hall, but merely a further clouding of an articulable boundary of Terry.

Justice Brennan pointed to a further erosion of the holding of Terry,
disagreeing with the plurality's conclusion that the initial stop was le-
gal,15 although he concurred in the result.153 Justice Brennan made an-

144. Id. at 1340.
145. Id. (emphasis in original).
146. Id. at 1336.
147. 392 U.S. 1 (1968).
148. 103 S. Ct. 1855 (1983).
149. 103 S. Ct. 1319, 1329 (Powell, J., concurring).
150. Id. at 1329.
151. Id. at 1330.
152. 103 S. Ct. 1319, 1330 (Brennan, J., concurring).
153. Id. at 1330.
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other attempt to convince the Court of the necessity for limiting Terry,
concluding his opinion by stating:

Although I recognize that the traffic in illicit drugs is a matter of press-
ing national concern, that cannot excuse this Court from exercising its
unflagging duty to strike down official activity that exceeds the confines
of the Constitution. In discussing the Fourth Amendment in Coolidge v.
New Hampshire, 403 U.S. 443 (1971) [parallel citations omitted], Justice
Stewart stated: "In times of unrest, whether caused by crime or racial
conflict or fear of internal subversion, this basic law and the values that
it represents may appear unrealistic or 'extravagent' to some. But the
values were those of the authors of our fundamental constitutional con-
cepts." Id., at 455 [parallel citations omitted] (plurality opinion). We
must not allow our zeal for effective law enforcement to blind us to the
peril to our free society that lies in this Court's disregard of the protec-
tions afforded by the Fourth Amendment.1

Perhaps the tone of Justice Brennan's concurrence is the most telling in-
dication of the ebbing of strict construction of the fourth amendment re-
quirements during the balance of the 1982-83 Term.

In retrospect, the Royer decision may be the 'Alamo' of emphasis on
the limited exception nature of Terry v. Ohio. Despite the plurality's firm
admonitions about placing strict limits on the scope of a Terry search,
the tenor of the Rehnquist and Blackmun dissents shows an alignment of
Justices prepared to carry out major assaults on the probable cause
requirement.' 5

B. The Chameleon Reveals its True Colors

In the remainder of the 1982-83 Supreme Court Term, two major direc-
tions of attack on conventional use of reasonable suspicion stops and
frisks became evident: certain police-citizen contacts were deemed to be
outside the scope or protection afforded by the fourth amendment 6 and
other decisions were justified by an expansion of the reasonable suspicion
standard's scope of search well beyond the realm forged in Terry.15 7

These decisions indicate a change in the majority's philosophy with re-
spect to the reasonable suspicion exception. This change demonstrates
the emergence of a new emphasis by the present majority: viewing po-

154. Id. at 1332.
155. 103 S. Ct. 1319, 1336 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting). The Chief Justice and Justice

O'Connor joined in the dissent. 103 S. Ct. at 1333 (Blackmun, J., dissenting).
156. See United States v. Villamonte-Marquez, 103 S. Ct. 2573 (1983); United States v.

Knotts, 103 S. Ct. 1081 (1983); Illinois v. Andreas, 103 S. Ct. 3319 (1983).
157. See United States v. Place, 103 S. Ct. 2637 (1983); Michigan v. Long, 103 S. Ct.

3469 (1983).
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lice-citizen contacts from the standpoint of reasonableness of police con-
duct in light of the government interest involved and the factual situation
under consideration. Thus, the Court has redefined the narrowly limited
Terry exception into the rule of certain police-citizen encounters. The
first part of this subsection discusses those police investigative activities
the majority held to be outside the protection of the fourth amendment.
The second part of the subsection discusses those cases expanding the
scope of the reasonable suspicion search.

Police Investigative Techniques Outside the Scope of Judi-
cial Scrutiny. In three decisions rendered this Term, the Court found
the police-citizen contact involved was not regulated at all by the fourth
amendment. Police practices concerning random stops of boats, monitor-
ing of surveillance beepers, and controlled deliveries were the subjects of
these decisions. The cases demonstrate the Court's avoidance of sensitive
fourth amendment questions by ruling that certain police conduct simply
does not reach the amendment's protection.

In the first of these decisions, United States v. Villamonte-Marquez,168
the Court held that random stops of boats on waters accessible to the
open sea for the outward purpose of inspecting vessel documents does not
require any suspicion of criminal activity to be reasonable under the
fourth amendment.' se At the district court level, defendants in the case
were convicted of multiple drug charges as the result of such a search.'"
The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals reversed,161 finding that since the of-
ficers did not have reasonable suspicion that a violation of law was occur-
ring aboard the vessel, their boarding was not reasonable under the
fourth amendment.15e The Supreme Court reversed, holding that such
stops are reasonable per se and do not violate the fourth amendment.1"3

In an opinion written by Justice Rehnquist, the Court indicated that if
such stops give rise to suspicion that contraband is aboard, further war-

158. 103 S. Ct. 2573 (1983).
159. Id. at 2582.
160. Id. at 2575. Customs officers were patrolling a designated Customs Port of Entry

ship canal almost twenty miles inland from the open sea when the officers came upon an
anchored sailboat. After observing that the wake of a larger passing ship caused the sailboat
to rock violently, the officers approached the vessel and inquired twice to a man aboard
about the well-being of the crew and boat. When this person failed to respond in a meaning-
ful manner, the officers boarded the vessel and asked to see its documents. While examining
the documents provided in response to their request, the customs officer smelled what he
believed to be burning marijuana. He thereupon peered through an open hatch and ob-
served bales wrapped in burlap. Villamonte-Marquez was asleep atop the bales. He and the
other person aboard were placed under arrest and the boat then searched. A large quantity
of marijuana was seized. Id. at 2576-77.

161. United States v. Villamonte-Marquez, 652 F.2d 481, 488 (5th Cir. 1981).
162. Id. at 488.
163. 103 S. Ct. at 2582.
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rantless search of the vessel is permissible.1" The decision was premised
upon the government's interest in collecting import duties. This interest
outweighed any fourth amendment protected privacy expectations boat
owners and passengers might have. Justice Rehnquist stated "[t]he na-
ture of the governmental interest in assuring compliance with documenta-
tion requirements, particularly in waters where the need to deter or ap-
prehend smugglers is great, are substantial."1"

The intrusion, which the Court alternately referred to as "limited"1" or
"modest,"1 " authorized brief detentions to allow officials to board and
inspect documents in public areas of the vessel.168 The government's right
of intrusion extends to private as well as commercial vessels on any "wa-
ters providing ready access to the open sea. ' 169

The majority justified its ruling in part by reasoning that boats are dif-
ferent from automobiles, which are protected from such random stops.
Boats do not "follow established 'avenues"' as do autos and may "move
in any direction at any time."1 0 The Court reasoned that fixed point
roadblocks would, therefore, be impractical for interdiction of waterborne
drug smugglers. Roving boat stops are thus deemed permissible even
without suspicion of criminal activity because "customs officials do not
have . . . a practical alternative. 1 7 1

Justice Brennan, in dissent,17' opined that the majority was approving
unlimited, random police seizures without any safeguards against
abuse. 1 7 The holdingleaves the general boating public to ponder what
constitutes the "public areas of the vessel 1 1 7

4 and "waters offering ready
access to the open seas."11' What is clear, however, is that no constitu-
tionally protected expectation of privacy extends to boats so situated and
no suspicion of criminal activity is needed to support random police
boardings for the outward purpose of inspecting vessel registration docu-
ments. It appears that if a sufficient government interest serves as the

164. The opinion purported to not address the activities of the officers once aboard the
vessel, i.e. the warrantless search based upon reasonable suspicion arising from one of the
officer's smelling what he thought to be burning marijuana, stating that this was not an
issue in the case. Id. at 2577, n. 3. Other language in the opinion indicates that any public
area of the vessel may be 'visited' by the officer. Id. at 2581.

165. Id. at 2582.
166. Id.
167. Id.
168. Id. at 2581.
169. Id. at 2575.
170. Id. at 2580.
171. Id.
172. 103 S. Ct. 2573, 2582 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
173. Id. at 2585.
174. Id. at 2581 (as contrasted with the 'private area' of a sixteen foot bassboat).
175. Id. at 2575. The boat here was twenty miles inland when stopped.
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basis for a stop, the balance shifts so far in favor of the stop that it es-
capes even intermediate (i.e., reasonable suspicion) judicial scrutiny.

The second major decision which leapfrogged fourth amendment scru-
tiny was United States v. Knotts.176 A police surveillance beeper secreted
in a five gallon drum had revealed the location of a clandestine drug labo-
ratory. Knotts was one of several people present at the lab when police
executed a search warrant at the location.177 In Knotts, the Court held
that monitoring of police surveillance beepers does not violate an expec-
tation of privacy protected by the fourth amendment.1 78 The trial court
denied Knotts' motion to suppress evidence obtained from the warrant-
less monitoring of the beeper, and he was convicted of conspiracy to man-
ufacture controlled substances under a federal statute. The Eighth Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals reversed the conviction, 17

9 ruling that Knotts'
reasonable expectation of privacy under the fourth amendment had been
violated by police monitoring of the beeper.'" The United States Su-
preme Court reversed,181 in an opinion written by Justice Rehnquist."s

Justice Rehnquist reasoned that the facts police obtained from the
beeper could have just as easily been obtained through visual surveillance
since it principally consisted of following a codefendants' car on public
streets and highways. The Court maintained that no reasonable expecta-
tion of privacy exists while moving from one place to another in an auto-

176. 103 S. Ct. 1081 (1983).
177. Police had been notified by a chemical company that a former employee (Knotts'

codefendant, Armstrong) had stolen chemicals which could be used in the manufacture of
amphetamine and methamphetamine, both controlled drugs. Visual surveillance of Arm-
strong was started in response to this information. He was eventually observed purchasing
similar chemicals from a second chemical company and supplying them to a third codefend-
ant (Petschen). The second chemical company agreed to allow police to install an electronic
beeper inside a five gallon drum which was then provided to Armstrong the next time he
purchased the precursor chemical needed for the illicit manufacturing process. Following
the sale, officers visually and electronically followed Armstrong to Petschen's house where
the drum was transferred to Petschen's automobile. Police followed the car containing Pet-
schen, Armstrong, and the drum through two states and eventually lost sight of the auto
and electronic contact with the beeper. Through the use of police aircraft the beeper signal
was relocated in the vicinity of a cabin occupied by Knotts. Police maintained intermittent
visual surveillance of the cabin over the following several days. Based upon this visual sur-
veillance and the beeper-derived location of the drum containing the precursor chemical,
police obtained a search warrant for the cabin. Upon executing the warrant, police uncov-
ered a large-scale clandestine drug lab within the cabin. Id. at 1083-84.

178. Id. at 1087.
179. United States v. Knotts, 662 F.2d 515, 518 (8th Cir. 1981).
180. Id. at 517-18.
181. 103 S. Ct. at 1087.
182. Id. at 1083. Chief Justice Burger and Justices White, Powell, and O'Connor joined

with Justice Rehnquist. Justices Brennan, Marshall, Blackmun, and Stevens concurred in
the result.
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mobile on a public highway. 1 3

Justice Rehnquist stated that Knotts' privacy expectation was neither
violated by observation of the car arriving on Knotts' premises nor by
visual observation of movement of the bugged chemical drum outside of
the cabin.'" The Justice reasoned that the use of the beeper was merely
an augmentation of the 'sensory faculties' of the officers through science
and technology, which is not prohibited by the fourth amendment.se

Justice Stevens concurred but objected to the majority's unnecessarily
broad dicta.'" He noted "[a]lthough the augmentation in this case was
unobjectionable, it by no means follows that the use of electronic detec-
tion techniques does not implicate especially sensitive concerns. 1' 87 The
majority opinion did emphasize that its ruling was based upon the "lim-
ited use which the government made of the signals from this particular
beeper."188 The concurring opinions all agreed that the 'limited use' was
dispositive of the case.18 9

The majority rejected Knotts' main contention that a decision
favorable to the government would authorize judicially unsupervised
twenty-four hour surveillance of any citizen. "[I]f such dragnet type law
enforcement practices as.. .[Knotts]. . . envisions should eventually oc-
cur, there will be time enough then to determine whether different consti-
tutional principles may be applicable."" ° While reserving the option to
limit the scope of the Knotts ruling by this language, the actual holding
would appear to have the very effect Knotts contends. By stating that the
police activity here did not constitute behavior controlled by the fourth
amendment, the Court affords police broad latitude to undertake random
surveillance on less than probable cause.

In the third decision, Illinois v. Andreas,"' a new, broad intermediate
standard was adopted for controlled delivery cases. At issue was the ex-
tent of fourth amendment protection afforded an individual's expectation
of privacy and security. During a lawful and routine customs inspection,
agents found marijuana concealed inside a wooden table within a metal
container, shipped to Andreas. The agents resealed the container which

183. 103 S. Ct. at 1085.
184. Id. at 1085-86. Interestingly, the facts stated by the Court showed that police had

not actually observed Petschen's arrival at Knotts' cabin. Visual and electronic surveillance
was lost for a time, and, when regained, the car was stationary and the drum had already
been removed from the vehicle. Id. at 1083-84.

185. Id. at 1086.
186. 103 S. Ct. 1081, 1088 (Stevens, J., concurring).
187. Id. at 1089.
188. 103 S. Ct. at 1087.
189. All concurred in the judgement. See supra note 182.
190. 103 S. Ct. at 1086.
191. 103 S. Ct. 3319 (1983).
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was delivered to Andreas the next day by federal and local drug agents
posing as delivery men. One agent maintained surveillance of Andreas'
apartment building, but did not keep the entrance to Andreas' apartment
under constant observation. When Andreas emerged from his apartment
with the container, he was arrested. Andreas and the container were
taken to the local police station where the container was reopened and
the marijuana seized. No search warrant had been obtained. '

Andreas was charged under state law with two counts of illegal posses-
sion of marijuana. The trial court granted Andreas' pretrial motion to
suppress the evidence. The Illinois Court of Appeals affirmed, holding
that Andreas had a legitimate privacy expectation in the container's con-
tents since police had failed to maintain dominion and control of the
container at all times.1'3 Because of these lapses of control, the drug
agents would not be "absolutely sure" of the container's contents.'" In
the opinion of the Illinois Court of Appeals, the reopening of the
container without a warrant violated the fourth amendment prohibition
against unreasonable searches and seizures. The United States Supreme
Court disagreed and reversed. 1"

Writing for the six-member majority, Chief Justice Burger stated:

No protected privacy interest remains in contraband in a container once
government officers lawfully have opened the container and identified its
contents as illegal. The simple act of resealing the container to enable
the police to make a controlled delivery does not operate to revive or
restore the lawfully invaded privacy rights.'"

In so holding, the Chief Justice relied upon the plain view doctrine,' s7

which had been articulated earlier in the Term in Texas v. Brown.'" The
reasoning of this doctrine, as interpreted by the majority, is that an indi-
vidual's privacy interest in an item is lost once police are in a position to
lawfully observe the item first hand. The subsequent reopening of the

192. Id. at 3321-22.
193. People v. Andreas, 100 111. App. 3d 396, 402, 426 N.E.2d 1078, 1080-82 (1981). The

Court of Appeals reasoned that the failure of the federal drug agent to personally observe
the resealing of the container by customs agents at the airport along with the failure to
observe the container during the thirty to forty-five minute period it was within Andreas'
apartment violated the requirements for a warrantless controlled delivery. Id.

194. Id.
195. 103 S. Ct. at 3325.
196. Id. at 3323-24.
197. Id. at 3324.
198. 103 S. Ct. 1535 (1983). In Texas v. Brown, the Court held that the plain view doc-

trine authorizes seizures of illegal or evidentary items visible to police officers whose access
to the object has some prior fourth amendment justification and who have probable cause to
suspect that the item is connected with criminal activity, Id. at 1540-41 n. 4 (plurality
opinion).
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container, therefore, is not a search protected by the fourth amend-
ment.199 The Chief Justice then noted that the nature of drug investiga-
tions make perfect controlled deliveries impossible.200 While recognizing
the possibility that contraband may be removed or altered during gaps in
surveillance, "the mere fact that the police may be less than 100% certain
of the contents of the container is insufficient to create a protected inter-
est in the privacy of the container. 2 0 1 The Court then set forth a new
standard for controlled deliveries: "absent a substantial likelihood that
the contents have been changed, there is no legitimate expectation of pri-
vacy in the contents of a container previously opened under lawful
authority.

20 2

Justice Brennan's main objection in dissent was to the Court's terming
the second police entry into the container after it had been placed in An-
dreas' possession as a "reopening" and not a search .20  "It might be a
permissible search or an impermissible search, require a warrant or not
require a warrant, but it is in any event a 'search.' " Justice Brennan
criticized the reasoning employed by the majority in reaching its 'no
search' conclusion by reducing the privacy right involved to merely a
right of secrecy.209 He further noted that "none of the conditions that we
have previously held indispensible to the recognition of an exception to
the warrant requirement" existed in Andreas' case.2 Sufficient time ex-
isted for the drug agents to obtain a warrant after Customs had opened

199. 103 S. Ct. at 3324.
200. Id.
201. Id.
202. Id. at 3325.
203. 103 S. Ct. 3319, 3325 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
204. Id.

205. Id. at 3326. The fourth amendment provisions ensuring "[t]he right of the people to
be secure in their persons, papers and effects" provides a second dimension to the privacy
interest protected by the amendment: the right of security. This right and not the right of
secrecy was breached by the second warrantless opening of the container, Justice Brennan
argued. In his opinion, this security right attached when the agents delivered the container
to Andreas and is separate and distinguishable from the secrecy right which he agreed was
lost when the customs agents lawfully observed the contraband firsthand. Justice Brennan
found further support for his contention in the majority's reliance on the rationale underly-
ing the plain view doctrine. He argued that this underlying rationale emphasized the secur-
ity right provision of the fourth amendment. Noting that the Court had acknowledged that
the plain view doctrine only justifies a search if the police have "probable cause to suspect
that the item is connected with criminal activity," Justice Brennan contended that this sup-
ported his position that the security expectation is protected. If it was not, he reasoned,
probable cause would not be needed before an individual's right to be secure is breached,
and the majority would not have needed to concern themselves with the probable cause
issue in plain view cases. Id. at 3325-29 (Brennan, J., dissenting).

206. Id. at 3329.
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the container and prior to its delivery to Andreas. 0 7 Even after the deliv-
ery, the federal agent could have delayed opening the container until a
warrant was obtained.

Finally, Justice Brennan also criticized the standard that the Court
adopted.10 He preferred something closer to the 'absolute certainty' ap-
proach used by the Illinois appeals court.2se He argued that the reasons
offered by the majority for this standard equally supported the higher
standard that he preferred. The 'substantial likelihood' language used by
the majority was too vague, he concluded, making "more likely serious
intrusions into what even it would consider to be 'reasonable expectations
of privacy.' 110

A diminished or lesser degree of control is now required in such cases,
giving police broader latitude to search without a warrant before the
search can be deemed unreasonable by a reviewing court or magistrate. In
each of these decisions, the Court held that the police conduct involved
did not constitute a seizure or a search within the intention of the fourth
amendment. By so holding, the Court has insulated a vast segment of
police conduct from constitutional challenge.

Stretching the Limits of a Terry Stop and Frisk. In those cases
in which a clearly protected privacy expectation was breached, the recent
Term of the Court rendered decisions attacking the probable cause re-
quirement by expanding the scope of the reasonable suspicion search ex-
ception to new areas and circumstances. The Court in Terry left the door
open for such expansion and future controversy over the permissible ex-
tent of the search's scope by providing limitations that the fourth amend-
ment places on a reasonable suspicion stop and frisk for weapons "will
have to be developed in the concrete factual circumstances of individual
cases."'

'1

During the 1982-83 Term, most of the Court's discussion and decisions
revolved around how far the reasonable suspicion standard should be
stretched to deal with myriad "concrete circumstances.'' s Having estab-
lished the bounds of reasonable suspicion stops fairly well, the Court ex-
panded the scope of this doctrine to include the significant areas of
searches of personal luggage21

3 and searches of the immediate vicinity

207. The container was delivered the following day. Id. at 3321.
208. 103 S. Ct. 3319, 3329 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
209. Id. In the Illinois Court's view, the police were not "absolutely sure" that the con-

tents of the container had not been changed since the initial Customs search. 100 Ill. App.
3d at 402, 426 N.E.2d at 1082.

210. 103 S. Ct. at 3329 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
211. 392 U.S. at 29.
212. See United States v. Place, 103 S. Ct. 2637 (1983), and Michigan v. Long, 103 S. Ct.

3469 (1983).
213. United States v. Place, 103 S. Ct. 2637 (1983).
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within the potential access of a suspect under the justification of reasona-
ble suspicion.2 14 The expansive approach was adopted by the emerging
majority of Justices who favor a balancing of competing interests with an
eye toward basing decisions mainly on the reasonableness of police con-
duct. The tension between the Justices favoring an expansion of the scope
and those Justices favoring a limiting of the scope illustrates just how far
the Terry stop and frisk standard has been stretched since its origin as a
limited exception.

The Court in United States v. Place21 s held that the application of
Terry principles is appropriate to permit seizures on the basis of reasona-
ble suspicion that luggage contains contraband or evidence of a crime.2 1

The Court, in Justice O'Connor's majority opinion, dealt with a petition
to recognize the reasonableness under the fourth amendment of "war-
rantless seizures of personal luggage from the custody of the owner on the
basis of less than probable cause, for the purpose of pursuing a limited
course of investigation, short of opening the luggage, that would quickly
confirm or dispel the authorities' suspicion. In Place, federal agents
acting under reasonable suspicion of drug smuggling detained luggage for
approximately ninety minutes to arrange a 'canine sniff' test, which pro-
duced positive results. 2 1 The court of appeals' reversal219 of the convic-
tion based on this evidence was affirmed by the Supreme Court.2 2 0

The Court ruled that the length of the detention alone precluded the
seizure being reasonable in the absence of probable cause,2 2 1 emphasizing
that duration of contact remains an important factor in determining
whether a seizure is minimally intrusive.2 2 2 Instead of simply dealing with
the length of detention grounds, however, the decision in Place also con-

214. Michigan v. Long, 103 S. Ct. 3469 (1983).
215. 103 S. Ct. 2637 (1983).
216. Id. at 2642.
217. Id. at 2641-42.
218. Place had been approached by law enforcement officers as he waited in line to

purchase an airline ticket from Miami International Airport to New York. Upon a request
for identification, Place complied and consented to a luggage search, but police decided not
to search since his flight was about to depart. Alerted by discrepancies in address tags on
Place's luggage, the agents notified New York officials, who confronted Place on his arrival
in New York. Place then refused to consent to a search of his luggage and was told by the
agents that he could either accompany them with the luggage to get a search warrant or
leave without the luggage. Place left, and his two bags were submitted to a 'sniff test' by a
trained narcotics dog. Approximately ninety minutes had elapsed since the seizure of Place's
luggage. One bag produced positive results. Since it was late Friday afternoon, the agents
decided to wait until Monday to obtain a warrant to open the other bag. Id. at 2639-40.

219. United States v. Place, 660 F.2d 44, 53 (2d Cir. 1981), affd, 103 S. Ct. 2637 (1983).
220. 103 S. Ct. at 2646.

-221. Id.
222. Id. at 2645.
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tained broad dictum concerning the search of personal property of a sus-
pect on less than probable cause. The Court, for instance, found that
Terry and its progeny apply to searches on reasonable suspicion of lug-
gage containing contraband or evidence of a crime."'3 In order to justify
this finding, the Court picked up on the balancing theme seen in Justice
Blackmun's dissent to Royer.2"4 The Court found that the Terry limited
seizure exception to probable cause "rests on a balancing of the compet-
ing interests to determine the reasonableness of the type of seizure in-
volved within the meaning of the 'Fourth Amendment's general proscrip-
tion against unreasonable searches and seizures.' ""225

In using the balancing test, the Court bypassed the Royer plurality
opinion and relied on Michigan v. Summers.sse The Court said the test in
Summers was whether the government interests are substantial and not
whether they are independent of the crime control interest.2 7 The Court
added that to be effective, certain types of criminal investigations may
require a brief intrusion in fourth amendment interests on less than prob-
able cause ."2 The Court explained their reasoning, saying "[blecause of
the inherently transient nature of drug courier activity at airports, al-
lowing police to make brief investigative stops of persons at airports on
reasonable suspicion of drug-traffiking substantially enhances the likeli-
hood that police will be able to prevent the flow of narcotics into distribu-
tion channels.' 2 9 This strong government interest, the Court said, must
be weighed against the nature and extent of the intrusion upon an indi-
vidual's fourth amendment rights when the police briefly detain luggage
for limited investigations.2 0

The Court rejected Place's argument that the Terry-type search cannot
be applied in a property context because there are no degrees of intru-
sion.2 1 The Court stated "[o]nce the owner's property is seized, the dis-
possession is absolute."'2 The Court, however, said possessory interests
occassioned by a seizure of personal effects can vary in nature and extent,
for instance, as in exposure to a canine sniff test or retaining luggage
overnight ."' The Court added that some brief detentions may be so mini-
mally intrusive that counterveiling government interests will justify a

223. Id. at 2644.
224. 103 S. Ct. 1319, 1332 (Blackmun, J., dissenting).
225. 103 S. Ct. at 2642.
226. Id. at 2643; 452 U.S. 692 (1981).
227. 103 S. Ct. at 2643 (contrast based on misreading of Place).
228. Id.
229. Id.
230. Id.
231. Id.
232. Id.
233. Id. at 2643-44.
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seizure based on reasonable suspicion that the property contains contra-
band or evidence of a crime.'

The Court in Place also considered whether a canine sniff test consti-
tutes a reasonable or unreasonable search without probable cause or even
reasonable suspicion. Although acknowledging that a person possesses a
fourth amendment privacy right in the contents of personal luggage, the
Court said a canine search is sui generis and much less intrusive than a
typical search.28 The Court concluded that the dog sniff is not an intru-
sion into a legitimate expectation of privacy and does not constitute a
"'search' within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment.' 6

Justice Brennan, joined by Justice Marshall, concurred only in the re-
sult,2" 7 finding the language went well beyond Royer and that searching
luggage on reasonable suspicion grounds "finds no support in Terry or its
progeny and significantly dilutes the Fourth Amendment's protection
against government interference with personal property."' "

Justice Brennan said the majority's balancing inquiries should not be
conducted except in the most limited circumstances, and objected to its
use in Place on three grounds. First, the intrusion in Place was no longer
the narrow one contemplated by the Terry line of cases. Second, the in-
trusion in Place invites not only seizure of persons but also seizure of
property. Third, Terry and its progeny did not address seizures of prop-
erty and left untouched the rule that seizures of property must be based
on probable cause.28' As a result of the Place decision the Terry reasona-
ble suspicion search exception now extends to personal property within
the custody of a drug smuggling suspect.

The Court took perhaps its boldest step to date regarding the scope of
a physical search following a reasonable suspicion stop in Michigan v.
Long,240 the only classic weapons-related Terry protective search case to
appear in the 1982-83 Term. In Long, the Court extended the permissible
area of search from the person and his immediate control to an area
where the suspect has potential access to hidden weapons.

Two deputies were patrolling when they saw Long driving eratically
and at excessive speed, and then swerve off the road into a shallow ditch.
Long, apparently undei the influence of alcohol or a drug, responded
sluggishly to requests for his driver's license and vehicle registration. Af-
ter a second request for the registration, Long turned and headed toward

234. Id. at 2644.
235. Id.
236. Id. at 2644-45.
237. 103 S. Ct. 2637, 2646 (Brennan, J., concurring in the result).
238. Id. at 2648-51.
239. Id. at 2650.
240. 103 S. Ct. 3469 (1983).
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his car, at which time the police spotted a large hunting knife on the
floorboard of the driver's side of the car.2 4' The officers then subjected
Long to a Terry protective pat-down, which revealed no weapons ,"
While Long was detained by one deputy, the other examined the interior
of the car and found a substance appearing to be marijuana in a pouch
protruding from under an armrest. The officers then further searched the
interior of the car and found no other contraband. The officer did, how-
ever, find seventy-five pounds of marijuana in the trunk.2 4

3 Long was con-
victed, but the Michigan Supreme Court overturned the lower court's de-
cision, ruling that the justification of protecting a police officer's safety
did not justify the extent of the search. 4

In writing the majority's opinion, Justice O'Connor partially based the
decision on language in Terry compelling a case-by-case analysis.2'" On
this basis, the Court declared, "Terry need not be read as restricting the
preventive search to the person of the detained suspect."' 4

1 After citing
cases showing that investigative detentions by police are fraught with
danger, the Court said it had already held that it was reasonable for ar-
resting officers to search the arrestee's person and the area within his im-
mediate control in Chimel v. California.17 The Court had also ruled in
New York v. Belton that the immediate area of control of the arrestee
arguably includes the interior of an automobile of which the arrestee was
a recent occupant."24

The majority in Long'" said that "[i]n evaluating the validity of an
officer's investigative or protective conduct under Terry, the '[t]ouchstone
of our analysis.., is always the reasonableness in all circumstances of

241. Id. at 3473.
242. Id.
243. Id. The trial court and court of appeals upheld the search of the trunk as a valid

inventory search, relying on South Dakota v. Opperman, 428 U.S. 364 (1976). The Michigan
Supreme Court, however, did not address this holding. The United States Supreme Court
also avoided ruling on this aspect of the search and remanded this issue to determine
whether the search of the trunk was in fact permissible under Opperman and other deci-
sions. 103 S. Ct. at 3482.

244. 413 Mich. 461, 472, 320 N.W.2d 866, 869 (1982).
245. "[W]e need not develop at length in this case, however, the limitations which the

Fourth Amendment places upon a protective search for weapons. These limitations will
have to be developed in the concrete factual circumstances of individual cases." 103 S. Ct. at
3479 (quoting Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. at 29).

246. 103 S. Ct. at 3479.
247. Id. at 3480 (citing Chimel v. California, 395 U.S. 752 (1969)).
248. 103 S. Ct. at 3480 (citing New York v. Belton, 453 U.S. 454, 460 (1981)).
249. The majority, in addition to Justice O'Connor consisted of Chief Justice Burger,

Justices White, Powell, and Rehnquist. Justice Blackmun concurred in part, dissented in
part. Justices Brennan, Marshall, and Stevens dissented.
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the particular governmental intrusion on a citizen's personal security.'""
The Court concluded that the officer in Long did not act 'unreasonably'
in taking the preventive measures to ensure that there were no other
weapons within Long's access. 6

The Court also rejected Long's argument that the scope of a Terry-type
search is fundamentally inconsistent with an area search. According to
the Court, limits still exist in that area and searches may not be con-
ducted without articulable, reasonable suspicion and should be protective
in nature and limited to weapons. To engage in an area search, the officer
must have reasonable suspicion that the suspect is dangerous."'

Justice Brennan, in his dissent joined by Justice Marshall,'' said that
the majority's reasoning in Long was "simply continuing the process of
distorting Terry beyond recognition and forcing it into service as an un-
likely weapon against the Fourth Amendment's fundamental requirement
that searches and seizures be based on probable cause."'

12 Brennan criti-
cized the majority's reliance on Chimel v. California and New York v.
Belton as support for a new 'area search' rule as misplaced because
Chimel stressed the need to limit the scope of searches incident to arrest
and Belton considered the scope of search incident to a lawful custodial
arrest of an occupant of an automobile.'6 "The critical distinction,"
Brennan pointed out, "between [Long] and Terry on the one hand, and
Chimel and Belton on the other, is that the latter two cases arose within
the context of lawful custodial arrests supported by probable cause" in
contrast to the limited exception role of Terry.'" Long had not been
placed under arrest prior to the search, which had no nexus with probable
cause or any police contact arising from probable cause. Thus, the consid-
erations of the Court should not have focussed on precedent concerned
with post-arrest search or search incident to arrest for support.

Brennan further criticized the majority's reaction to Long's argument
that an area search is fundamentally inconsistent with Terry's limited in-
trusion prong. Although the Court's response was that Terry searches
were limited to a basis of reasonable suspicion and must be protective in
nature, Brennan wrote that the reasoning "patently is no answer" to
Long's argument.'" Brennan said that the Court's answer dealt only with
justification of the stop while ignoring Long's argument relating to the

250. 103 S. Ct. at 3481.
251. Id.
252. Id. at 3482 n. 16.
253. 103 S. Ct. 3469, 3483 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
254. Id. at 3483.
255. Id. at 3484.
256. Id. at 3484-85.
257. Id. at 3485-86.
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scope of the search. "[T]he scope of a search is determined not only by
reference to its purpose, but also by reference to its intrusiveness," wrote
Brennan.s6e

Brennan, referring to Dunaway v. New York,"' added that he thought
the Court's reliance on balancing of relevant interests to justify its deci-
sion was inappropriate. The Court held in Dunaway that Terry and its
progeny do not support the application of a balancing test, rather than
the general probable cause rule, to custodial interrogations, and that such
seizures are not justified by reasonable suspicion.*" "The narrow intru-
sions involved in [Terry cases] were judged by a balancing test rather
than by the general principle that Fourth Amendment seizures must be
supported by the 'long-prevailing standards' of probable cause . . . only
because the intrusions fall far short of the kind of intrusion associated
with an arrest."' 1 Justice Brennan said that the intrusion imposed on
Long was precisely this kind of intrusion associated with arrest and,
therefore, there was no justification for balancing the relevant govern-
mental interest based on mere reasonable suspicion. 62

258. Id.
259. 442 U.S. 200 (1979). In Dunaway, police, acting on a lead from an informant impli-

cating the suspect in a killing and robbery, ordered Dunaway picked up and brought into
custody. The informant's information, however, was insufficient to obtain a warrant. Al-
though Dunaway was not told that he was under arrest, police testified that he would have
been physically restrained if he had attempted to leave. During the detention Dunaway
eventually made statements and drew sketches that incriminated him and lead to a convic-
tion for attempted robbery and felony murder. Id. at 202-06. The Court held that Terry and
its progeny do not support applying a balancing test, rather than the general probable cause
rule, to custodial interrogations and that such seizures are not justified by reasonable suspi-
cion. Id. at 211-12.

In Dunaway, the Court was in effect asked "to adopt a multi-factor balancing test of
'reasonable police conduct under the circumstances' to cover all seizures that do not amount
to technical arrests." Id. at 213. The Court refused, expressing concern that such an ap-
proach would be difficult for law enforcement to apply and might cause fourth amendment
protections to disappear: "[t]he protections intended by the Framers could all too easily
disappear in the consideration and balancing of the multifarious circumstances presented by
different cases, especially when that balancing may be done in the first instance by police
officers engaged in the 'often competitive enterprise of ferreting out crime."' Id. (quoting
Johnson v. United States, 333 U.S. 10, 14 (1948)). Later in its opinion, the Court noted that
"'balancing' . . . is embodied in the principal that seizures are 'reasonable' only if sup-
ported by probable cause." 442 U.S. at 214.

260. Id. at 214.
261. Id. at 212.
262. 103 S. Ct. 3469, 3487 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
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IV. ANALYsIs: How LONG CAN THE Terry SEARCH BE STRETCHED

BEFORE IT BECOMES THE RULE?

Although the stretching of the level of intrusion by the Court in Place
and Long will no doubt aid law enforcement personnel in their crime con-
trol and investigate tasks, the ramifications upon the standards of reason-
able suspicion and a limited search in the 'stop and frisk' area remain
unclear. The Court's dictum was broad in many instances and left guide-
lines undefined; for instance, how far the limits of an area search in the
Long sense extend. " 3

A more significant aspect of the Court's recent action in expanding the
Terry search and the manner in which the Court reasoned the expansion
may have been raised by Justice Blackmun in his dissent in Place:

In providing guidance to other courts, we often include in our opinions
material that, technically, constitutes dictum. I cannot fault the Court's
desire to set guidelines for Terry seizures of luggage based on reasonable'
suspicion. I am concerned, however, with what appears to me to be an
emerging tendency on the part of the Court to convert the Terry decision
into a general statement that the Fourth Amendment requires only that
any seizure be reasonable.' "

Considering the dictum pointed to by Justice Brennan in his dissent to
Long, it is not unreasonable to conclude that the Court may be, as Justice
Blackmun says, forging a new standard of reasonableness2 5 under color
of making the Terry standard more flexible to meet police needs in deal-
ing directly with the public. As seen in the discussion of the more recent
cases, support for this idea comes from the following:

1. After fifteen years of using the Terry limited exception rule to proba-
ble cause, several different areas of influence from fourth amendment law
have caused confusion surrounding the nature of the 'stop and frisk.' The
most serious aspect may be a divorcing of the original tight relationship
in Terry between a reasonable suspicion stop and a strictly restricted
search based on the grounds for the suspicion. This relationship was dic-
tated in Terry by the absence of the constitutional requirement of proba-

263. As Justice Brennan pointed out in his dissent to Long:
[a] search of the passenger compartment of an automobile, limited to those areas
in which a weapon may be placed or hidden, is permissible if the police officer
possesses a reasonable belief based on 'specific and articulable facts which taken
together with the rational inferences from those facts, reasonably warrant' the of-
ficers in believing that the suspect is dangerous and the suspect may gain immedi-
ate control of weapons.

Id. at 3480.
264. 103 S. Ct. 2637, 2652 (Blackmun, J., dissenting).
265. Id. at 2652.
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ble cause. Although it is true that Terry v. Ohio involved a balancing, the
Court was concerned with balancing the purpose of initiation of the
search against the level of intrusion, i.e., a suspicion of a threat to an
officer's safety justified a cursory pat-down of the suspect's clothing for
the purpose of discovering weapons.'" The balancing used in recent
cases, however, involved entirely different competing interests: "the im-
portance of the governmental interests alleged to justify the intrusion"
against "the nature and quality of the intrusion on the individual's
Fourth Amendment interests," for example, governmental interest in de-
terring drug smugglers in public settings against an individual's security
interest in personal luggage.207 The balancing of governmental interests
against privacy rights seems more appropriately considered under the
reasonable suspicion prong of the Terry 'stop and frisk' formula rather
than appearing in dictum condoning increasingly wider levels of intrusion
without probable cause, such as area searches of vehicles. As pointed out
by Justice Brennan's dissent in Long, confusion and potential expansion
will result from the majority's analysis that "relates to the scope of the
search, [and] not to the standard that justifies it."2" The Court, by justi-
fying greater intrusions, focusses only on the reasonable suspicion prong
in order to expand the scope of the Terry standard; further divorcing the
tight relationship between the two original prongs.

2. Increasingly, influences from cases involving probable cause-related
situations have been used in reshaping the Terry standard, as demon-
strated in Michigan v. Long. In Long, prior decisions involving conduct
between police and automobile operators in situations incident to custo-
dial arrest and with probable cause were used as part of the basis for
expanding the scope of the Terry search to areas where weapons 'could'
be hidden.

Beginning with Justice Rehnquist's dissent in Royer and carried over
into the majority opinion in Michigan v. Long, the justices have increas-
ingly referred to reasonableness as the 'touchstone' of fourth amendment
analysis by focussing on the conduct of the police during the contact with
the citizen. This focus on police action, however, has shifted from the
original Terry exception when the focus fell squarely upon the reasona-
bleness of the grounds for the stop and its relationship to the extent of
the search that resulted.

Along with these factors are the "powerful hydraulic pressures through-
out our history that bear heavily on the Court to water down constitu-
tional guarantees and give the police the upper hand" to which Justice

266. 392 U.S. at 30.
267. See United States v. Place, 103 S. Ct. 2637, 2642 (1983).
268. 103 S. Ct. 3469, 3486 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
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Douglas referred in his dissent to Terry v. Ohio.2 9 These pressures, pro-
vided increasingly by a populace terrified at the continuing increase in
crime, has likely influenced a conservative Court majority to redefine
fourth amendment law in the way that it did during the 1982-83 Term.

CONCLUSION

The Court is obviously redefining fourth amendment principles, but
any effort to predict the extent and pace of this revision is hampered by
the approach it has adopted in this effort. If this Term is an indication of
the Court's attempt to adopt a new standard for warrantless searches, as
several of the Justices claim, the Court is doing so through a confusing,
uncertain, and incremental approach. The concerns expressed in this
comment are not necessarily based on a preference of the authors for the
probable cause standard in warrantless search and seizure cases. Rather,
it is directed toward the method used by the current majority to effect
change within this area of the law. In the opinion of the authors, the
Court should directly confront the question of the proper standard for
such law enforcement activities. The current approach of gradually erod-
ing settled constitutional law will only result in further uncertainty and
confusion for those who must apply these evolving principles to the day-
to-day conduct of crime prevention and control. If a majority of the Court
believes that a new, less stringent standard for warrantless seizures and
searches is appropriate, it should so state and settle the question with
clarity and certainty.

CATHY COX

JOHN E. DuvALL
GARY MIKELL

269. 392 U.S. 1, 39 (Douglas, J., dissenting).
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